CASE STUDY: UTILITIES
Company & Challenge

The client is a Gas and Electric Company serving a total of 1.2 million customers. They were struggling
with accessing and evaluating data to perform crucial marketing functions. Direct mail campaigns are an
important component of our client’s marketing strategy; however, the marketing department was heavily
reliant on the IT department to get data in a format that could be used. Procuring direct mail lists was often
a time-consuming and unproductive process.
Duplicate customer records also caused a high level of wasted marketing expenditures. Without a system
to identify and merge duplicate records, numerous mailings were sometimes sent to the same person or
business. This not only damaged customer relationships, but working in such a highly regulated industry,
our client needed a better way to prudently monitor marketing budgets. Without comprehensive customer
intelligence and an easy way to access customer data, our client could not adequately target consumers,
resulting in wasted marketing costs and lost revenue opportunities.

Solution
The first step was to create a marketing database.

 Integrated multiple data sources residing in

Data is constantly being generated as customers

varying formats and multiple silos to create a

interact with utility companies through a multitude

comprehensive, 360o customer view.

of channels, such as email and customer service
departments. Customer information also resides in
billing systems, collections accounts, and account

 Consolidated customer data into a single
record, and eliminated duplicate data.
 Appended missing customer information for a

usage data. Much of this data is stored in separate

more complete view of the customer.

systems and in various formats, making it difficult

With a clean, highly granular customer database,

to efficiently analyze. By collecting, cleansing

our client is able to quickly access data for targeted

and integrating all this information into a central

marketing initiatives.

marketing data mart or warehouse, the company
gained a comprehensive customer view.

The second step was deploying a direct mail
campaign. Analyzing the marketing database is

Our client developed a marketing database using

now easily done through our business intelligence

DataFuseTM, our data quality and integration

solution, PinPointTM. Our client can quickly

software solution. DataFuseTM performed the

define and export direct mailing lists without the

following functions:

involvement of IT.

 Cleansed and standardized data so consistent
formats could be integrated.

Historically, direct mail campaigns were required
to be scheduled months in advance to ensure
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“We were searching for a solution to help us quickly get our marketing
initiatives off the ground. With DataMentors, we implemented our
marketing database in under three months at a modest investment. In
comparison to other solutions which required a 2 year implementation
cycle and a large capital budget, the choice was easy. And we now have
an easy-to-use solution we can use at our desktop that saves us money
and resources.”- Marketing Director, Utilities Company

marketing lists were received on a timely basis.

campaigns wre also prioritized to prevent the same

Now, using PinPoint , our client performs queries

contact getting added to multiple groups.

TM

and exports data at their desktop for immediate
deployment of direct mail campaigns.

By performing analytics through PinPointTM, our
client created control groups to optimize marketing

Furthermore, with a clean marketing database,

ROI. For example, split testing is performed

duplicate mailings to the same person or company

for a geographical area that gravitates towards

are no longer an issue. 98-99% of their mailings are

energy efficiency programs. By sending an offer

now highly targeted using high quality data.

for paperless billing with two different marketing

Step three was to creating campaigns from
deeper data insights. Our client developed more
sophisticated campaigns using robust marketing
analytics and campaign management. Multi-channel

messages our client can easily determine which
group is responding best and determine if marketing
is making a difference or if the group would have
selected paperless billing regardless.

By smartly managing data, our client found huge opportunities to
improve the customer experience and increase revenue by enhancing
the way they serve customers, identifying new up-sell and cross-sell
opportunities, and improving efficiency.
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